HIDDEN MONEY

Question shows that the percentage of people who are aware of or follow the stock market is relatively small. The recent surge in interest in corporate bonds and stocks has led to a greater awareness of the stock market. However, most people are still not fully informed about the dynamics of the market. This is particularly true among younger investors who may not have had the opportunity to learn about the stock market in their educational background.

PARAPHRASE

Our current economic challenges are multifaceted and require a comprehensive approach to address. The recent rise in interest rates has created uncertainty in the housing market, affecting home sales and mortality rates. Rising mortality rates in the stock market have led to concerns about the stability of the financial system. The situation is further complicated by the uncertain economic growth projections for the coming year.

Avoid all such contingencies by depositing your money with
THE MANASSAS NATIONAL BANK OF MANASSAS

Which will Pay You 3 Per Cent on Time Deposits

C. M. LARKIN & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF THE REAL

Dealers in Flour, Hay, Feed and Seed
Sulphur and Sterling
CARLOAD LOT'S A SPECIALTY

The Famous
SUNLIGHT SYSTEM

GEORGE D. BAKER FUNERAL DIRECTOR

MANASSAS, VIRGINIA

M. J. HOTTLE
Marble & Granite

60 YEARS IN THE MARBLE & GRANITE TRADE

If You Wish a Day of Sunshine in Your Home
52 Times a Year, Subscribe For The Ben...
“Joy Among the Cooks”

We have just installed a new Purifier in our mill at a cost of $200.00, and given the mill a general overhaul, and have with us an expert miller, and our flour is giving entire satisfaction. We guarantee it to be as good as any of the Patent Flour shipped in the State. Five bushels of wheat gets you 1 barrel of flour, and 5 bushels of wheat gets you 1 barrel flour and 66 pounds of offals. Your patronage solicited.

C. J. MEETZE
BRISTOW, VIRGINIA

---

Sister Robinson's Visit to Massachusetts

Joy Among the Cooks

President Clapp's Day Convention

The Unexpected Has Happened

Sweeping Cut in Prices for 1912 Models

C. J. MEETZE
BRISTOW, VIRGINIA

---

GROceries Waverley Mills
W. H. REID, Proprietor

Fertilizers

A. H. HARRELL

Beachley's Ice Cream
L. E. Beachley

New Store at Conklin

W. H. WILKINS
New Store

R. H. DAVIS & CO., Bristow, Va.

S. C. CARTER
W. S. ATHEY

WARRENTON HORSE SHOW

C. G. CARTER

Fine Enamelware

R. H. DOWNS